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Proposal template
(Technical annex)
SME instrument – phase 1
 [Adapted for EIC]

Proposal must be based on an initial business plan and describe the activities to be undertaken that shall result in a comprehensive feasibility study.
Please follow the structure of the template when preparing your proposal. It has been designed to ensure that the important aspects of your innovation and planned work are presented in a way that will enable the experts to make an effective assessment against the award criteria. 
If you upload a proposal longer than 10 pages (only sections 1-3, including cover page and executive summary) before the cut-off date, you will receive an automatic warning and will be advised to shorten and re-upload the proposal. After the call cut-off date, excess pages will be automatically made invisible and will not be taken into consideration. The proposal is a self-contained document.  
Please, do not consider the page limit as a target! It is in your interest to keep your text as concise as possible, since experts rarely view unnecessarily long proposals in a positive light.
Please respect the following formatting constraints:
	Times New Roman, Arial or similar, at least font size 11, page size A4, margins (2.0 cm side and 1.5 cm top and bottom), at least single line spacing.

Further guidance is available in the Guidelines for Applicants.
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I. Cover Page
Title of proposal
Acronym of proposal
List of participants
Fill the table (use the same participant number as the one used in the administrative proposal forms)
Participant number 
Organisation name
Country
(Coordinator)






II. Executive Summary (1-page maximum)

III. Content
1. Excellence
Challenge and solution
Describe the identified customer pain point. What is the business need, technological challenge or market opportunity? 
	What is your innovation? 
	What is the market's state-of-the-art? How would your innovation compare with available solutions, practices or products (e.g. performance, costs, ease-of-use, gender dimension How your innovation takes into account the needs and interests of women and men users and/or customers. For examples of how gendered innovations can improve products and increase market share please refer to http://ec.europa.eu/research/swafs/gendered-innovations/index_en.cfm?pg=home, climate change or environmental aspects, benefits to society)? 
	Approach 
What is unique in your approach, compared to those of other companies?

	Why now? Explain the historical evolution of your category and define recent trends that make your solution possible.
	What is the current development stage of your innovation?  (e.g. prototype, early field trials, pilot studies)? 
	What do you plan to achieve in the feasibility study? Explain the methodology distinguishing the activities to assess the technological/technical/practical feasibility and economic viability of your innovation.
	What are the further stages and activities needed to commercialize your innovation?

2. Impact
Entering the market 
Who are the targeted users and/or customers and why will they want to buy your product/service (unique selling point)? Are they new or already part of your user/customer base? What is your relation with them (e.g. market survey, testing/feedback, letters of intent)? 
	What is the market in terms of type (e.g. niche, /high volume, new/mature, growth rate), size (e.g. volume, value, geographical scope) and growth? What is your envisaged market share?
	Who are your main direct and indirect competitors? (Competitors, substitutes and alternatives). 
	Which are the barriers to entry? How do you intend to overcome them? 
	Business model 
How does this innovation fit with your company's overall business strategy?

	Describe your value chain (suppliers and customers). Identify which of these or other stakeholders should be involved to ensure successful commercial exploitation. Define the nature of your current relation with them.
	What will be your business model, including the revenue model? How do you plan to commercialize? 
	Why is your model scalable? How do you intend to scale-up and reach European and/or global markets? 
	Financing
What is the company's ownership and capital structure?

	What is the expected growth potential of your solution in terms of turnover, profit and jobs? 
Indicate the estimated funding requirements to reach the commercialization stage of your innovation. What are your plans to ensure the subsequent financing of your innovation (applying for a SME phase 2 grant, next rounds, top-up financing, etc.)?
Intellectual Property Right (IPR) and legal framework
Describe the legal and regulatory requirements to be fulfilled for the exploitation of your innovation and whether it is incorporated in or compliant with standards relevant to the technology.
	What are your IPR assets? Describe the key knowledge items and who owns them and who else may have rights to use them; patents (applied/granted) or other ways of protection.
	What is your strategy for knowledge management and protection?
	What are your measures to ensure commercial exploitation ('freedom to operate')?

3. Implementation
Team 
Describe your team and their achievements and experience in relation to the approach you will be taking. 
	Describe the roles of the team within your project. What is the role of the company's owner(s)? What are the main strengths and weaknesses of the team?
	If your project is to be implemented by a consortium, describe how the partners complement each other.
	Work plan – Work package and deliverable
Present a detailed project plan comprising: (see table 3.a)

	one work package: feasibility study 
	one deliverable: feasibility report including a business plan4
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 Include the following budget table; no modification is possible  Commission Decision C(2013)8198  authorising the reimbursement on the basis of a lump sum for SME instrument phase 1 actions under the Horizon 2020

. The description of work (feasibility study) in table 3.a must demonstrate that it corresponds to the total costs (in EUR). 

A. Costs of the feasibility study/Direct and indirect costs of the action
Total costs
Reimbursement rate %
Maximum EU contribution
Maximum grant amount
Form of costs
Lump sum





50 000
71 429
70 %
50 000
50 000


Table 3.a:	Work package description 

Work package title 
Feasibility Study

Objectives 


Description of work (where appropriate, broken down into tasks), lead partner and role of participants


Deliverable:
Feasibility report, including a business plan (brief description and month of delivery)






